
I saw a yellow fish, February 5, 2021 
 
Northern lights: 
 
*Reminder of no school on February 12th(pre-k through 5 only) and February 
15(President's Day) 
 
*Conferences - February 8 and 11 from 4-7:30 by invitation.  If you have not received 
and invitation and wish to confer with facilitators please contact.  All emails are on the 
BSD website(including EnCore and all other staff) at Staff Directory. 
 
*Great gratitude to all who have contributed water to Camelot.  It has been SO helpful 
this week.   If any still have the facility to contribute, we can use all we can get.   As well, 
thanks to all who have reminded learners to bring their water bottles.   It was very good 
this week. 
 
*Cold...colder...coldest...Thanks for bundling the children and paying extraordinary 
attention to drop-off and pick-up.   Below zero freezes little fingers, toes, noses and ears 
quickly...let us know if we can help keep our students safe. 
 
* FOR FOURTH GRADE PARENTS - Many of you have already completed the 
program selections(MCL or traditional) survey.   Below are the links again.  If possible, 
we would wish for all to complete by February 19th(5th grade, the middle school will 
have information in the upcoming weeks for your choice.): 
 
Survey 
 
Program information video 
 
FAQ attached. 
 
*We are evolving our Canvas Learning Management System.  Unfortunately, this year 
has slowed some of our delivery and instructional momentum.   However, it is our hope 
that Canvas becomes a one-stop shop for all stakeholders.  We appreciate your 
patience as we continue to develop to that goal. 
 
*It's dark, and cold, and the news seems still filled with inauspicious and baleful 
portents...but for us, swimming in a reserve of the guileless optimism of youth, we are 
lightened by many delightful deeds...juxtaposed in the middle of several mid-week 
student and staff challenges...I was invited to a classroom for just such a momentous 
event...for two years, one of our specially talented pupils works daily to meet soaring 
goals, retrieve and string together and connect with language and symbols the majority 
of us take for granted when 10 and 11 or adult...the student has labored, intent, 
perspired to make sense of letters, and words and this communication path that will 
open so many more vistas.  It is hard work....so when the learner ducked head and eyes 
to paper with finger on each word, painstakingly and clearly enunciating each, with a 



long breath between each word, and joyfully spouting, "I... s--aw.... a y--ellow... fish!"...it 
was a celebration like none other...hugs and tears filling the room and hearts...just, "I 
saw a yellow fish," the beginning of so much more to fulfill a life...with a ceiling lower 
perhaps than for most, but today a mountain climbed and a perspective we should all 
hold on to.  Every second deserves the jubilance of that moment, the thrill of that 
sentence.    "I saw a yellow fish" is the symbol of the richness of life, and our obligation 
to live it knowing the much we have requires both gratitude and the accompanying debt 
of acknowledgement of our incredible luck and fortune.  I know I will never forget, "I saw 
a yellow fish"  and the depth I owe to the gifts given.  We are surrounded by these 
miracles every day, if we only look.  That appreciation will make every second, an "I saw 
a yellow fish" moment, and "I saw a yellow fish" life. 
 
Willing and Loyal servant to the Camelot and Brookings Community...Kevin 
 


